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The Love Spell By J Blair
All of a sudden, Sabrina's entire school has been bitten
by the love bug. Everyone is pairing off, but with the
wrong people.
"Enter the magical world of the Charmed Ones and fall
under the spell of the enchanting Halliwell sisters. Are
they just lucky in love, or have they had a little help from
the incantations, potions, and inside information included
in this book? Being a witch has its advantages. Piper,
Phobe, and Paige now share some of their secrets so
guard them wisely. Charmed: The Book of Love Spells is
a must-have companion for this hit -- and hip -- TV
show"--Jacket.
There are as many love spells as there are people who
wish to cast them. The most powerful spells are those
that influence the chakras (spiritual pathways) of another
or create love bonds between two souls. These spells
can be challenging and even dangerous, however, so it
is often better to rely on magic that embraces the natural
world and only subtly creates the opportunity for others
to recognize one's inner beauty. There are also spells
that rely on a magical focus (like stones, candles, or
mirrors) in order to draw the inherent magical forces into
a shape moldable by the spell caster. This manner of
spell has been in use for ages and, even in an
increasingly cynical society, which has largely turned its
back on the spirit world, persist today because of their
proven effectiveness. There are spells crafted to find the
love of others and to open our souls to the love of self;
without the confidence in oneself and the love of oneself,
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how can one hope to harness the energies needed to
gain the love of another? There are also spells designed
to request the help of the goddess, in her many forms,
should one be able to supplicate to her and prove their
cause worthy. Included here are a range of love spells of
various type and description. These have been drawn
from ancient traditions the world over and some will
appeal to certain kinds of casters while others may seem
at odds with their nature. You must always remember
that casting is done with the heart and soul and that
magic exists in the world of spirit, so you should only try
the magic that speaks to you on a mystical level. If you
cannot believe a spell will work, it most certainly will not.
Please read the spells in this book and experiment with
them responsibly. Love is the most powerful force in the
universe and it is unwise to use magic to toy with it
unjustly. Keep your heart pure in your pursuits and let
your spirit guide you on a righteous path. Blessed Be!
Dayanara Blue Star
Political satire as deeper truth: Donald Trump’s
presidential memoir, as recorded by two world-renowned
Trump scholars, and experts on greatness generally "I
have the best words, beautiful words, as everybody has
been talking and talking about for a long time. Also? The
best sentences and, what do you call them, paragraphs.
My previous books were great and sold extremely,
unbelievably well--even the ones by dishonest,
disgusting so-called journalists. But those writers didn't
understand Trump, because quite frankly they were
major losers. People say if you want it done right you
have to do it yourself, even when 'it' is a 'memoir.' So
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every word of this book was written by me, using a
special advanced word processing system during the
many, many nights I've been forced to stay alone in the
White House--only me, just me, trust me, nobody helped.
And it's all 100% true, so true--people are already saying
it may be the truest book ever published. Enjoy." Until
Donald Trump publishes the ultimate account of his
entire four or eight or one-and-a-half years in the White
House, the definitive chronicle will be You Can’t Spell
America Without Me: The Really Tremendous Inside
Story of My Fantastic First Year As President. Trump
was elected because he was the most frank presidential
candidate in history, a man eager to tell the unvarnished
truth about others’ flaws and tout his own amazing
excellence. Now he levels his refreshingly compulsive,
un-PC candor at his landslide election victory as well as
his role as commander-in-chief and leader of the free
world. There are intimate, powerful, mind-boggling
revelations on every page. You are there with him during
his private encounters with world leaders, a few of whom
he does not insult. You are there at the genius Oval
Office strategy sessions with his advisers. You are there
in his White House bedroom as he crafts the pre-dawn
Twitter pronouncements that rock the world. And, of
course, you are there on the golf course as Trump
attempts to manage the burdens of his office. President
Trump explains each of the historic decisions that have
already made America great again, and how he always
triumphs over the fake news media. You'll learn what he
really thinks of his cabinet members and top aides not
related to him, of the First Lady and the First Daughter
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and the additional three or four Trump children. Included
at no extra charge is a lavish and exclusive portfolio of
spectacular, historic and intimate color photographs of
President Trump in private – inside the White House,
inside Mar-a-Lago, at Trump Tower, and more. You
Can’t Spell America Without Me is presented by
America’s foremost Trump scholar Kurt Andersen as
well as America's foremost mediocre Trump
impersonator, Alec Baldwin. You Can't Spell America
Without Me is the perfect holiday gift!
From bestselling Landmarks author Robert Macfarlane
and acclaimed artist and author Jackie Morris, a beautiful
collection of poems and illustrations to help readers
rediscover the magic of the natural world.
From the author of the Modern Witchcraft series comes a
new book on romantic spells to bring you love,
companionship, and passion, with straightforward,
accessible spell instructions. The Modern Witchcraft
Book of Love Spells is a comprehensive collection that
will help you get the love you want—from manifesting a
mate, to blessing and helping new love, to helping you
reconnect with a partner and stoking the flame to add fire
to your romance. This book will guide you toward your
romantic desires to find love—with the help of a little
magic!
Winner of the International Lannan Literary Award for
Nonfiction Animal tracks, word magic, the speech of
stones, the power of letters, and the taste of the wind all
figure prominently in this intellectual tour de force that
returns us to our senses and to the sensuous terrain that
sustains us. This major work of ecological philosophy
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startles the senses out of habitual ways of perception.
For a thousand generations, human beings viewed
themselves as part of the wider community of nature,
and they carried on active relationships not only with
other people with other animals, plants, and natural
objects (including mountains, rivers, winds, and weather
patters) that we have only lately come to think of as
"inanimate." How, then, did humans come to sever their
ancient reciprocity with the natural world? What will it
take for us to recover a sustaining relation with the
breathing earth? In The Spell of the Sensuous David
Abram draws on sources as diverse as the philosophy of
Merleau-Ponty, Balinese shamanism, Apache
storytelling, and his own experience as an accomplished
sleight-of-hand of magician to reveal the subtle
dependence of human cognition on the natural
environment. He explores the character of perception
and excavates the sensual foundations of language,
which--even at its most abstract--echoes the calls and
cries of the earth. On every page of this lyrical work,
Abram weaves his arguments with a passion, a
precision, and an intellectual daring that recall such
writers as Loren Eisleley, Annie Dillard, and Barry Lopez.
Do you want to know How to use your Wand? The First
and only wholly Illustrated Harry Potter Spell and Potions
that cover all the spells for Kids and Teen potter heads,
This book contains all the spells, hexes, and curses.
Who doesn't love the Harry Potter series? It completed
our childhood. This book contains all the spells and
potions and tidbits about the Harry Potter series. This
book contains illustrations of all the wand movements.
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A complete introduction to modern magic and
witchcraft with spells and incantations for love,
happiness, and success. The Practical Witch's Spell
Book is an enchanting handbook for anyone with a
penchant for the magical and who wants to add joy
to their daily life. To practice witchcraft is to be
purposeful whether it's to help heal, bring about
prosperity, imbue your home with positivity, or even
to fall in love. To be a practical witch is to tap into an
inner place of intention, energy, and magic to bring
about positive change in your life and those of your
loved ones. With life's increasingly frenetic pace, a
magical approach to living is more important now
than ever. In this must-have guide for spell-casters
of all levels you will find hundreds of spells,
blessings, and incantations for love and romance,
contentment and happiness, success and prosperity,
health and healing, work and vocation, and money
and wealth, all to enrich your mind and spirit, and to
improve your life and the world around you. Also
included are ritual resources, magical
correspondences, lucky colors and numbers, moon
spells, and all the essential tools you need for
making magic.
Inscrutable Belongings brings together formalist and
contextual modes of critique to consider narrative
strategies that emerge in queer Asian North
American literature. Stephen Hong Sohn provides
extended readings of fictions involving queer Asian
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North American storytellers, looking to texts
including Russell Leong's "Camouflage," Lydia
Kwa's Pulse, Alexander Chee's Edinburgh, Nina
Revoyr's Wingshooters, and Noël Alumit's Letters to
Montgomery Clift. Despite many antagonistic forces,
these works' protagonists achieve a revolutionary
form of narrative centrality through the defiant act of
speaking out, recounting their "survival plots," and
enduring to the very last page. These feats are made
possible through their construction of alternative
social structures Sohn calls "inscrutable belongings."
Collectively, the texts that Sohn examines bring to
mind foundational struggles for queer Asian North
Americans (and other socially marginalized groups)
and confront a broad range of issues, including
interracial desire, the AIDS/HIV epidemic,
transnational mobility, and postcolonial trauma. In
these texts, Asian North American queer people are
often excluded from normative family structures and
must contend with multiple histories of oppression,
erasure, and physical violence, involving
homophobia, racism, and social death. Sohn's work
makes clear that for such writers and their imagined
communities, questions of survival, kinship, and
narrative development are more than
representational—they are directly tied to lived
experience.
Love Charms and Spells by Jade has over 100
Spells, Rituals and Potions for Love, all of which can
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be used by any sincere person who has sufficient
belief and desire to do so. Revised with helpful
ingredient and supply lists to gather everything for
you works.
55% OFF for Bookstores! Are you getting started
exploring the magical arts? Are you a Wiccan or a
Witch looking for some new spells to add to your
repertoire?
A dying wizard, a thousand years of spells poised to
fade with him, and a kingdom that will likely follow if
a successor is not found. Too bad the most likely
candidate has no idea he's a wizard.
Do you have an empty wallet? Money and success
spells will send wealth in your direction. He won't
make the first move? Love spells attract your ideal
mate or return a lost love. Can't beat them? Then
outsmart them - with these spells to boost your
creativity and brain power. Need to iron out life's little
wrinkles? Get rid of road rage? Make boring
boyfriends disappear? these spells show that magic
is real and wishes can come true
Shrine maiden Miko has sealed the powers of the
sexy incubus Kagura, who has vowed to protect her.
An incubus even more handsome than Kagura
comes to take him to task for not using his powers
on Miko. Miko finds herself succumbing immediately
to the spell of this powerful demon—who turns out to
be Kagura's father?! -- VIZ Media
You can call it Hocus Pocus, you can call it Magic,
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but when the sorcery of ages past calls forth a spell
woven through the sisterhood, it is difficult for the
forces of nature to ignore. That spell will be granted.
A spell of black magic had been cast. The call came
unexpectedly, but at the necessary time. Our
sorceress, her great psychic ability challenged,
called up a spell for the sake of love...a Love Spell,
perchance. That particular night, the words were
woven, the die was cast. The witch
chanted...carefully, the words she had conjured up.
This was important...someone was in need. The
spell of love rose up over the skyscrapers. The sultry
glowing red mist was seen for hundreds of miles
away. Weaving in and around the tall buildings it lent
to the fun and mystery of the city. Some people
looked at it as something odd, but in a city like this
nothing was beyond the norm. Magic was
everywhere. One might have thought someone was
filming. The networks were always captivating their
audiences. It was just another ordinary day in the
"Big Apple." If one thought it to be unusual, it was
never reported. Pilots did comment on the strange
red glow. Captains in the harbor guided their ships
through the mist. Only Miss Liberty noticed the
workings of a sister, a witch, but then, of course, she
had nothing to say. Susanna and Jayden swam
there in the water off the coast of Brittany, France.
They made love there in the crested waves. He held
her...he kissed her...but most of all he loved her. His
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touch as always set her on fire. Her blood began to
boil...bubble bubble...oh, what trouble? He guided
her hands down. And then she touched his
source...his magnificent power. They held each
other...clung to each other. This was their great love.
And then she found herself back in the
castle...Croix's castle. She was trying to
escape...somehow her magic did not work anymore.
She was in love! That love was her downfall. She
could not conjure up any more magic. She was
captivated...under his spell. His eyes were dark and
diabolic. They flashed with the very fire from the
depths of Hell. He looked at her and just his glance
burned a hole through her flesh and into her soul. He
was her master. His hand tightened and they surged
forward. There was no escape. He had fought, even
killed for her. He had sought out the dark side. She
was his...she had always been his. She would never
belong to anyone else, be they man or devil. All the
hatred, locked away for two hundred years, had
been loosed by his sword. His brother, his mirror
image, had been sent to Purgatory. He would burn
there forever but never be consumed. Her hand
trembled, and she seemed to falter. He grabbed
her...this was no time for innocence. Their destiny
lay up those stairs...in the Bridal Chamber. And she
would, most certainly, without any doubt, be his
bride! But then, again, exactly whose bride would
she be?
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In Love Spells, Semra Haksever introduces readers to simple
magic and rituals for giving their love life a spiritual boost.
This book will teach you how to tap into your spiritual self to
visualize and manifest the love life you desire. Modern magic
is all about self-care and using your inner power to make
positive changes in your life, cleanse, and heal. Love is the
key, and Semra will teach readers how to weave bespoke
spells designed to attract the perfect lover, get your crush to
call, or give you extra oomph in the bedroom. Blend oils to
increase your sexual appetite, whip up a tea to mend a
broken heart, or use a candle manifestation to bring love and
positivity into your life.
A modern-day guidebook for easy-to-cast spells and
benevolent charms that can strengthen commitment and
enhance romance. This mystical, romantic book will help put
you back in touch with the powerful rhythms and energies
that are a natural part of each of our lives.
When bigotry and power-mania take control, disaster always
follows for ordinary people - even when the power is wielded
by the Church. Witchcraft, of course, was seen as devilworship. Those accused - over 100,000 people, mainly
women, between 1450 and 1750 - were subjected to the most
bestial tortures and usually executed. Witch Hunt examines
t...
Fair Warning!!! Do not open this book and cast these spells
unless you really need or want something done fast. Once
you cast a spell inside this book there is no turning back
especially the Hexes and Curses. This is a compilation of the
most powerful voodoo and witch craft spells you will ever
need. Be careful what you ask for. You just might get it!!! This
book is written for the novice who wants to learn how to cast
spells. It is filled with easy to do spells that can be done in the
privacy of your home. It includes love spells, money spells,
cleansing spells, powerful hexes and curses and much more.
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These are real spells that work and are not to be used unless
you desperately need something done fast. Each spell
includes easy to use directions and the items needed to cast
each spell. You will learn what to say and how to perform
these spells. Good Luck!!!
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Jennifer Probst comes a new story in her Marriage to a
Billionaire series. The Book of Spells returns in this sparkling
addition to the series! She had run from her demons…
Caterina Victoria Windsor fled her family winery after a
humiliating broken engagement, and spent the past year in
Italy rebuilding her world. But when Ripley Savage shows up
with a plan to bring her back home, and an outrageous
demand for her to marry him, she has no choice but to return
to face her past. But when simple attraction begins to run
deeper, Cat has to decide if she’s strong enough to trust
again…and strong enough to stay… He vowed to bring her
back home to be his wife… Rip Savage saved Windsor
Winery, but the only way to make it truly his is to marry into
the family. He’s not about to walk away from the only thing
he’s ever wanted, even if he has to tame the spoiled brat
who left her legacy and her father behind without a care.
When he convinces her to agree to a marriage arrangement
and return home, he never counted on the fierce sexual
attraction between them to grow into something more. But
when deeper emotions emerge, Rip has to fight for something
he wants even more than Winsor Winery: his future wife.
**Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For
new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And
for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope
you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
Eugene McCarraher challenges the conventional view of
capitalism as a force for disenchantment. From Puritan and
evangelical valorizations of profit to the heavenly Fordist city,
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the mystically animated corporation, and the deification of the
market, capitalism has hijacked our intrinsic longing for
divinity, laying hold to our souls.
Shrine maiden Miko has sealed the powers of the sexy
incubus Kagura, who has vowed to protect her. Kagura has
been losing his powers ever since Miko’s father cast a spell
to prevent Kagura and Miko from making love. The spell must
be broken for Kagura to survive, but will Miko’s father relent?
-- VIZ Media
A dark and romantic epic fantasy retelling of the Cinderella
story, about a girl who must team up with the prince she
despises to defeat an evil creature threatening their kingdom.
The fourth standalone novel in the New York Times
bestselling Ravenspire series by C. J. Redwine. Blue de la
Cour has her life planned: hide the magic in her blood and
continue trying to turn metal into gold so she can help her
city’s homeless. But when her father is murdered and a cruel
but powerful woman claims custody of Blue and her property,
one wrong move could expose her—and doom her once and
for all. The only one who can help? The boy she’s loathed
since childhood: Prince Kellan. Kellan Renard, crown prince
of Balavata, is walking a thin line between political success
and devastating violence. Newly returned from boarding
school, he must find a bride among the kingdom’s head
families and announce his betrothal—but escalating violence
among the families makes the search nearly impossible.
He’s surprised to discover that the one person who makes
him feel like he can breathe is Blue, the girl who once ruined
all his best adventures. When mysterious forces lead to
disappearances throughout Balavata, Blue and Kellan must
work together to find the truth. What they discover will lead
them to the darkest reaches of the kingdom, and to the most
painful moments of their pasts. When romance is forbidden
and evil is rising, can Blue save those she loves, even if it
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costs her everything?

How to use this age-old art to attract the right lover or
spouse, make yourself more desirable, and properly
charge the atmosphere for love to bloom. In the evershifting landscape of modern relationships, the ancient
art of love magick, practiced for countless centuries on
every continent by every culture in one form or another,
remains an indispensable aspect of modern witchcraft.
Love potions and love spells are two of the most popular
and best-known examples of love magick, but there are
many other aspects as well, including charms, amulets,
talismans, herbs, omens, astrology, palmistry, and the
divinary arts, to name just a few. Wicca Love Spells
reaches far beyond the limits of traditional love spells
and presents a magickal journey of love from ancient
times to modern times. Everything you need to know
about the magickal side of love can be found within this
book.
The Witches' Love Spell BookFor Passion, Romance,
and DesireRunning Press Miniature Editions
"The Only Wiccan Spell Book You'll Ever Need, 2nd
Edition", by noted Wiccan authorities Marian Singer,
Trish MacGregor, and Skye Alexander, is the perfect
primer to understanding the basics of Wiccan philosophy
and ideology. Starting with a brief rundown of Witchcraft
tools and symbols, this handy reference helps readers
create spells for virtually every aspect of their life. This
new edition includes up-to-date information on: The
Wheel of the Year: the eight major holidays or sabbats in
the witches' calendar; Keeping a grimoire or "Book of
Shadows"; Meditation, visualization, and manifestation
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(law of attraction); Magickal correspondences and
properties of stones, magickal jewelry; Spirit Animals and
Totems; and, How to join or create a coven. Filled with
more than 100 spells, simple instructions, and recipes
that incorporate easy-to-find ingredients, "The Only
Wiccan Spell Book You'll Ever Need, 2nd Edition" will
have beginner witches creating their own magick in no
time. AUTHORS: Marion Singer is an expert on Wicca,
witchcraft, and goddess traditions. Trish McGregor is the
author of The Everything Astrology Book and the
Everything Dreams Book. Skye Alexander is the author
of more than a dozen nonfiction and fiction books
including The Everything Wicca and Witchcraft Book 2nd
edition and the Everything Spells and Charms Book 2nd
edition.
Alexis J. Cavanaugh, known as Lexie to her family and
friends, had finally arrived at a place of peace in her life.
She had no idea what she was in for when she picked up
the phone on that fateful day, that day that changed
everything. She had not seen Jacob Stein in over 6
years, and she had worked hard to get him out of her
system. She had given up on love long ago – but the
moment she saw him, everything changed. Everything
about him oozed sexuality. All of the old feelings came
rushing back. She hated him but loved him at the same
time. She knew they had unfinished business and she
knew she had to face her fears and face the truth. Could
she forgive him after all he had done? Could she allow
herself to love once again? Should she waver down this
path of uncertainty and challenge and excitement or stay
the course with Tom for the sake of her son and for
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stability?Lexie Cavanaugh had rebuilt a good life for
herself as a Psychologist and freelance writer in
Loveland, Ohio - a warm and friendly community nestled
in the northern Cincinnati suburbs. She was bound and
determined to make a good life for herself and her son
AJ. She had made some difficult decisions in her life,
and she didn't know if she wanted to go back into the
past and drag up old painful feelings. She hated what he
had done to her, but a part of her, a tiny speck of her still
had feelings for him and she knew it. She had made a
commitment to her son's father, Tom to raise their child
together and she wanted to stick to that commitment.
She and Tom were not married, but they shared a
common bond in their son AJ. Tom had always wanted
more and made no bones about that fact but Lexie had
never felt that kind of love towards him. It had all begun
with a simple love ritual done innocently. She thought
back to those days when they first met, and remembered
that she had done the ancient Love Ritual. Had the spell
gone bad? Was this her undoing, her fault? She didn't
know. When she had done the ritual, she did not know
how powerful the magic was. She had discovered the
book in a dusty old bookshop, and was intrigued by the
words and the magic. She embraced her spirituality and
was open to anything and everything, so she figured she
would give it a try. Nothing else had worked. Her
relationships, or rather the lack of relationships was
getting her nowhere and she was frustrated. Lexie is on
a mission to discover why she is struggling. Searching
for answers she consults with a hypnotherapist and soon
discovers three amazing past life connections – life as a
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Geisha in 1910, life as Carolina, a life in which she was a
wealthy southern plantation woman in the 1800's and
finally life as Anna, an poor Irish woman who lived as a
tenant farmer in the 1700's. Travel with Lexie as she
experiences these powerful visions that help explain why
she guards her emotions so much. Lexie discovers that
our past lives can offer us much clarity and they can help
us better understand why we do the things we do. After
delving into her past, she decides to perform another
ancient ritual designed to awaken her Shakti, her life
force power – her Goddess energy. Join Lexie as she
discovers the truth – and discovers that each of us plans
all of the struggles we go through even before we come
into our earthly reincarnation. The final pieces of the
puzzle finally come together as Lexie finds another
amazing old book – one that helps her tap into her
Akashic Records, the energetic imprint of every thought,
emotion, action and experience that has ever occurred in
time and space. She discovers that the Akashic Records
contain all past, present, and future possibilities through
the vibrations of compassion and joy.Join Lexie in this
heartwarming journey – as she gives love and romance
a second chance, despite incredible odds. This book is
the first book in the “A Glimpse into the Past Trilogy”
where the author examines the magic and mystery
behind past lives and spiritual connections.
When Brooklyn, a witch, turns sixteen, her conservative
parents finally unbind her powers, bringing her newfound
popularity and the attention of her long-time crush,
Asher, but using spells may endanger her and, unless
she uses her special ability to magically match couples,
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she may lose Asher.
Attain the love you've always dreamed of with this
powerful collection of love spells. This enchanting
volume includes 60 spells that use practical magic to
infuse your life with love and passion, using readily
available ingredients such as candles, flowers, and
essential oils. Accompanied by charming illustrations
throughout, it's the perfect pocket-sized reference for
spell casters of all levels.
Following on the heels of the successful The Practical
Witch's Spell Book comes this next book of charms,
targeted to those interested in tapping into the powers of
good magic to manifest a love connection. The Practical
Witch's Love Spell Book is a magical collection of spells
and incantations, specifically for bringing more love into
your life. Both beginners and seasoned witches will find
a myriad of spells and lessons on good magic, all for
attracting your perfect mate, or improving a committed
relationship that needs a little boost . . . all with gorgeous
art throughout.
Make a wish. Kat can't help wishing there was more to
life than this. What happened to her dream job? What
happened with Nathan? Summer is wondering where her
life is going too... battling the developers of a
controversial housing estate and working out why
boyfriend Rob is increasingly distant. When the
developers win the battle and move into town,
everyone's life is turned upside down. Kat meets building
site project manager Alex. She enjoys his company far
too much, even though he's on the town's most hated
list. Summer meets Tom who has plenty of relationship
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troubles of his own, so things could get really
complicated. Soon everyone is keeping secrets, lives
change and hearts are broken. Is everything falling apart,
or does life just work in mysterious ways?

“A shameless celebration of sexual freedom, Sex
Witch encourages us to cultivate the potent, political
powers we all possess within our hearts and minds
and between our thighs.” -- Kristen J. Sollée, author
of Witch Hunt, Cat Call, and Witches, Sluts,
Feminists Sex Witch combines occult knowledge
with tried-and-true relationship advice to provide
spells for each stage of a relationship. Self-love,
seduction, sex, love, protection, revenge, and
healing are all covered. The spells, such as “A Tarot
Spread to Find Which Relationship Format Is Right
for You,” “No TERFS Allowed: Embrace Gender
Identity,” and “Consecrate Sex Toys” use occult
knowledge and Saint Thomas’s award-winning
relationship writing to manifest a spell book that does
something genuinely magickal: it works. Sex Witch is
real. Love is not always fair. Sometimes we get hurt
or hurt others. Using the magic inside, you’ll learn
how to stay balanced during these ups and downs:
•Break toxic cycles. •Use candle magic to summon
the perfect partner. •Embrace and unleash your
kinks. •Navigate relationships through rough
patches. •Get over former lovers. •Practice selfforgiveness and self-kindness.
Love Between Women examines female
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homoeroticism and the role of women in the ancient
Roman world. Employing an unparalleled range of
cultural sources, Brooten finds evidence of
marriages between women and establishes that
condemnations of female homoerotic practices were
based on widespread awareness of love between
women. "An extraordinary accomplishment. . . . A
definitive source for all future discussion of
homoeroticism and the Bible."—Mary Rose D'Angelo,
Harvard Gay & Lesbian Review "[Brooten's]
convincing analysis . . . not only profoundly reshapes
our understanding of the past, but it should also
shape the way in which that past, particularly the
early Christian texts with their immense normative
weight, will be used for the future."—Anne L. Clark,
Journal of Lesbian Studies "Love Between Women
gives contemporary debates on sexuality a carefully
delineated past. It boldly insists upon a different
future, one informed by history but not tyrannized by
it."—Susan Ackerman, Lambda Book Report
"Fascinating, provocative and lucid. . . . Brooten has
made a fundamental contribution to women's and
gender studies, gay and lesbian studies, and
classics."—Elizabeth A. Castelli, Women's Review of
Books Winner of the Lambda Literary Award for Best
Lesbian Studies Book, 1997
Spell Castings is an eclectic grimoire of magickal
ways. Have you ever lit a pink candle on a Friday
night and thought about the love you would like to
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have in your life? Maybe even closed your eyes and
pictured that perfect person? Have you ever walked
into a room and knew you were not alone and said a
prayer for protection? Have you ever looked at a
telephone, wished it would ring, and it did? If you
have had these or similar experiences, you have put
the cosmic forces of the universe to work without
even realizing it. Imagine what would happen if you
decided to consciously focus your energy, willing
these things to happen. Would they? Spell Castings
is a book of more than one hundred easy-to-use,
practical spells to help you achieve and accomplish
your dreams. Every subject is covered, from
cleansing the soul to the limitless boundaries of love
and death. Spell Castings can be performed by the
experienced Witch or Warlock, but are easy enough
for the novice. Specific procedures—including the use
of various supplies needed to cast the spells—are
completely explained. Also included are charts to
guide you through the correct moon phases,
magickal days and hours. Spell Castings is divided
into color-coded chapters to help you determine
which spell you desire to cast. For example, if you
were looking for a spell to become more psychic or
to help you perform more intuitive readings, you
would look under the purple chapter. If you were
seeking a money spell or better employment spell,
you would look under the green chapter. The colorcoded index will lead you to the areas you are most
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interested in casting. When you stir the magick—as
only a Witch can’the options are limitless and the
effects can be life changing. All the spells within this
book are written with the intent to harm none, so
brew as often as you and your cauldron desire.
Wicca Book Of SpellsThe Complete Guide to
Become A Very Effective Wicca Practitioner,
Learning Everything You Need About Spells, Herbal,
Candle and Moon Magic All that You Need to Know
about How to Become A Wiccan or Witch Would you
like to learn how to perform simple spells that will
help you achieve the things that you've most wanted
in life? Do you feel your life is lacking that little bit of
magic that would make it special? Do you want to
discover the hidden facts of crystals magic and
candle magic? If you answered "yes" to any of these,
then this is the perfect, educational and informational
book for you! Hello! Welcome to the guide of "Wicca
Book Of Spells". Wicca is a modern religion that has
for centuries been based on pagan practices and
beliefs from pre-Christian Ireland, Scotland, England
and Wales. In the beginning, the word Wicca is an
old English word, which means "wise." Those who
used to follow the path of witchcraft were by natural
forces and have often been known as trusted
healers and advisors as they knew how to interact
with natural energies to affect everyday reality.
Discover how meditation can enhance your focus
and allow you to cast more powerful spells. Wiccan
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spells can help you find what you are looking for in
life, or they can be used to repair emotional
disagreements, offer protection for you and your
loved ones, and rid yourself of persons that bring
negative energy into your life. The Wiccan Religion
is truly the only one of its kind. It is magical in its own
way as it allows each of its followers the freedom to
seek out the natural magic of the earth and the
magic within themselves in their own way. Take
advantage of this great opportunity to learn more
about the Wiccan religion and get started on your
magical journey! In this guide, you will discover:
Introduction to Wicca Magic Rule of Three (Wicca)
How to Become A Wiccan or Witch Crystals Magic &
Crystals Magic Wicca Herbal & Moon Magic Love
Spell to Get the One You Want Simple Spells for
Personal Development Much, much more! This book
is different from others because: You will learn Worry
and Anxiety Spells You will learn Animal Protection
Spells You will learn Money Spells, Rituals, And
Chants to Attract Wealth Bring more happiness to
yourself through the practice of Wicca, and begin to
enjoy a more fulfilled and peaceful life. So, what are
you waiting for? Scroll up and click the "BUY NOW"
button on the top right corner and download Now!!!
Banish stress, ease tension, and add comfort, joy,
and magic to your daily life with The Witches' Spell
Book. This enchanting guide is a must-have for spell
casters of all levels. Including 60 good spells for
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love, prosperity, good health, profound wisdom, and
much more, this powerful collection is sure to charm
anyone with a penchant for the magical.
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